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Adaptive, resilient
communications for
e-learning environments
Connecting educators and students in a virtual classroom
through video and audio solutions.

Reliable, scalable
education solutions

Agile, responsive
transitions between
instructional settings

Our video and audio solutions
allow you to connect in real time,
or on demand, via text, call or fullfeatured web conference; enabling
educators and administrators to be
accessible—without sharing their
personal contact information.
Turn-key platform runs on
Windstream Enterprise or any
underlying carrier’s network.

Support learning
continuity

Safe, private
and secure

Collaborate with secure video and audio solutions
Host and join video, audio and web conferences from any device with Virtual
Classroom, powered by HD Meeting®. Our secure, cloud-based platform
helps educators maintain the familiar cadence of learning—in any setting.
Create familiar learning environments from anywhere with flexible,
education-ready features
Each instructor has their own Virtual Classroom for simultaneous
instruction. Engage students with familiar tools and methods such as hand
raising, seamless small group breakouts, screen sharing from any device,
on-screen annotation, whiteboarding, classroom polling and more.
Maintain critical connectivity between students, parents and staff
Enable voice calls, chat, SMS text messaging, forward numbers and reroute
calls in real time with OfficeSuite UC®. Assigned softphones allow educators
and administrators to make calls via a smartphone or desktop app without
sharing their personal phone number.

Securely connect and collaborate at any time, from any location with any
device to enhance student engagement.
e-Learning, powered by OfficeSuite UC

Virtual Classroom, powered by OfficeSuite HD Meeting

A 100% cloud-based phone, mobility and unified
communications system gives your district flexibility and
resilience, while maintaining strong security controls. Enable
your staff to access phone features such as calls, chat, video
conferencing and SMS text messaging from anywhere, on any
device via a secure, fully hosted system.

Host and join HD video, audio and web conferences from any
phone, computer or mobile device to easily connect face-to-face
with anyone, anywhere with built in security. Encryption and
privacy settings protect identities and prevent intrusions in virtual
classroom environments.

Helps educators and administrators remain accessible without
sharing their personal mobile number
Provides full-feature functionality via PC and iOS or Android
mobile devices
Enables full customization and reduces reliance on help desk
support with intuitive, self-service WE Connect portal for both
administrators and users
Leverages a proprietary design to encrypt meetings and
messages and secure everything in the cloud
Offers OfficeSuite UC SOC 2 Type 2 Report for compliance
requirements
Integrates with popular 3rd party applications via our
standards-based API

Free trials and flexible education-specific bundles
available for a limited time. Please contact your account
representative or visit windstreamenterprise.com/offers
to learn more.

Provides full-feature licenses for educators and
administrators—each receives their own private, virtual
classroom, so sessions can be conducted simultaneously with
up to 500 participants per session
Engages students with familiar tools and methods, including screen
share from classroom interactive whiteboards, real-time polling
questions, hand raising, on-screen annotation tools and more
Builds on your current IT environment by integrating with many
3rd party applications and is compatible with Chromebooks
Expands learning opportunities and optimizes resources by
offering specialized classes virtually to students at multiple schools
Facilitates small group breakouts and seamlessly reconvenes
the class
Promotes accessibility and real-time collaboration with tools such as
PC or mobile screen sharing and mobile access via iOS and Android
Enhances security with meeting passwords, attendee lock out
and AES 256-bit session encryption—all hosted in our secure
cloud environment
Drives participation, resource optimization and flexibility with
virtual staff meetings, trainings, advising sessions and parentteacher conferences—accessible from any device

About Windstream Enterprise
Windstream Enterprise collaborates with
businesses across the U.S. to drive digital
transformation by delivering solutions that
solve today’s most complex networking and
communication challenges.
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To learn more about OfficeSuite, visit
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